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Adler Christopher PhD Faculty Music (CAS) Roi Et, Thailand July 7 - Aug 5, 2019 Purchasing

Acquisition of new musical instruments: The primary purpose of this trip will be to purchase top-quality khaen 
(Northeast Thai/Lao bamboo free-reed mouth organs) from one of the best makers in Thailand, in the city of Roi 
Et. These hand-made instruments can only be purchased directly from the makers themselves. I have 
established a reputation over the past two decades as one of the leading players of this instrument, and one of 
the only players in the world commissioning and performing contemporary notated compositions for this 
instrument. However, I have been using instruments which are now over 15 years old and it is time for them to 
be replaced. 

Buchmann Amy PhD Faculty Mathematics (CAS) Valencia, Spain July 13th - July 21st Conference 

Title: Presenting at and Attending the 2019 International Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematics

The 2019 International Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematics (ICIAM) will bring together top scientists 
from across the globe working in the area of Applied Mathematics. ICIAM, known as “a society of societies” with 
member societies from all continents, aims to connect applied mathematicians from all over the world. I’m an 
applied mathematician working the field of mathematical biology, and will be presenting in a mini-symposium. 
Attending this conference will give me the opportunity to present my research, and learn about the latest 
worldwide trends in applied mathematics. 

Campbell Colin PhD Faculty Marketing (School of 
Business)

London, UK November 25 - 1, 2019 Research 

Investigating the Effectiveness of Influencer Marketing: An International Perspective

An advertising industry contact of mine recently started a new job as insights director for a global influencer 
management advertising agency in London, UK. Influencers refer to people that are paid by brands to promote 
products or services to their social media audiences. While the agency is currently revising their insights systems 
in order to collect more detailed information on influencers, this process will be complete in the next several 
months. I will then have access to proprietary data on all of their influencers and associated ad campaigns run 
worldwide, as well as related success metrics. Using this international dataset, myself and international co-
authors will investigate what affects the success of influencer campaigns and this success is impacted by 
international location and culture. Funding is requested in order to a) visit the agency’s development team in 
order to extract and analyze data and b) investigate the possible integration of automated image analysis tools. 

Chapman Mark PhD Faculty
Integrated 

Engineering (School 
of Engineering)

Stockholm, Sweden July 15 - August 15, 2019 Research

Skeletal muscle proteomic investigation in long-term trained athletes. The purpose of this trip is to conduct a 
research visit with my collaborators at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden. I plan on visiting the 
research group of Dr. Carl Johan Sundberg who was my postdoctoral advisor prior to becoming employed at 
USD. We are currently working on numerous projects together investigating how long-term exercise alters gene 
expression, metabolism and health in human skeletal muscle. The purpose of my trip this summer is to further 
develop our collaboration by performing a proteomic analysis of our collected samples. 

Chen Zhenhua PhD Faculty Accounting (School of 
Business)

Shanghai, China June 25 - August 10, 
2019

Research Culture, Politics and Business Decision Making

Cornwall G. Bryan PhD, MBA, PEng Faculty
Mechanical 

Engineering (School 
of Engineering)

Calgary, Canada & 
Vancouver, Canada

July 30 - August 17, 2019 Conference & Research

2019 International Society of Biomechanics scientific meeting and International Spine Biomechanics research 
study.
The proposed travel is to participate in the International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) conference held in 
conjunction with the American Society of Biomechanics (ASB) annual meeting and to perform a research visit 
collecting data for an international, multi-laboratory research protocol.  The conference is a very important 
opportunity to network with international leaders in this field. As new faculty to USD, I have been asked to co-
develop a curriculum in Biomedical Engineering in the Shiley-Marcos School of Engineering. Participation at a 
renowned international conference would be fantastic for building upon a foundation and contribute to my goals 
of exemplary teaching and research at USD. The research study is also critical for my academic research 
performance and for raising the reputation of USD with international collaborators. I am leading the study and 
plan to complete some data collection at one of the collaborators research laboratories at the University of 
British Columbia (UBC) in Vancouver, Canada.

DeConinck Kate ThD Faculty Theology & Religious 
Studies (CAS)

Johannesburg & 
Makuleke, South Africa

July 17 - August 1, 2019 Research

“The Churches of Makuleke: Religion and Social Trauma in a Post-Apartheid Village”
This proposed research project analyzes how local churches address and mediate the trauma of 
Apartheid—specifically the forced seizure of Makuleke lands by the South Africa government in the 1960s. 
Through site visits, attendance at religious services, and interviews with local community members, I will 
investigate the various resources that religious institutions are providing to a community that is still grappling with 
the social trauma they endured. This project will deepen USD’s existing relationships with community partners in 
South Africa while also documenting and analyzing the religious dynamics that inhere in this village, which have 
not been addressed in any of the existing publications and scholarship about Makuleke.

Del Río Esteban PhD Faculty & Admin Commuinication (CAS) Trelawny, Jamaica July, 2019 Research & Community 
Engagement

Jamaica Community Engagement Partnership Development and Research Visit. This visit with our partners in 
Duncans, Jamaica will build continuity in community partnerships necessary for course-based community 
learning for engagement and study abroad visits with students and faculty. It also allows for invested partners, 
including myself, to build transatlantic connections with students and faculty in San Diego and London, U.K. 
Given that John Loggins and I have presented on this partnership, our goal would be to conduct interviews to 
complete a research project for a community engagement journal. 



Fleming-Davies Arietta PhD Faculty Biology (CAS) Valencia, Spain July 13-20, 2019 Conference & Meeting 
with Collaborators

International and interdisciplinary mathematical biology collaborations at ICIAM: 
I will be traveling to Valencia, Spain to participate in a minisymposium entitled "Genomics to Populations: 
Mathematical Views of Modelling Biological Scales" at the International Congress on Industrial and Applied 
Mathematics (ICIAM), an interdisciplinary conference that attracts mathematicians from across the world.  As a 
biologist who uses mathematical techniques in her disease ecology research, this is a unique opportunity for me 
to develop connections to international applied mathematicians for future collaborations.  In addition, my current 
disease ecology research is focused on a disease of a butterfly that is introduced but not native to California. 
Developing connections with international collaborators will also facilitate the next stage of my field research, in 
which I hope to compare the ecology of this host-pathogen system in its native and introduced ranges. 

Goldschmied Nadav PhD Faculty Psychological 
Sciences (CAS)

Tel Aviv, Israel July 20-25, 2019 Research Enhance collaborative research with Dr. Yair Galily at the IDC 

Gramme Bridget JD Admin & Adjunct 
Faculty

Center for Public 
Interest Law (School 

of Law)
Edinburgh, Scotland September 3-8, 2019 Conference

I propose to attend the International Conference of Legal Regulators in Edinburgh, Scotland in order to 
continue my work on legal profession reform in the US with an eye towards access to justice.  This conference is 
specifically designed to bring together regulators of the legal profession (and those who study its regulation) 
from all over the world in order to share best practices, learn from one another, and collectively discuss important 
issues in public protection as it relates to the legal field.  As new technology continues to emerge -- particularly 
in the legal sector-- a global perspective on how to handle these issues from a regulatory standpoint is vital.  I 
participated in the conference last year and established valuable relationships that I wish to build upon this year 
as I continue to research and advocate on this topic in my work at the Center for Public Interest Law. 

Guerrieri Kevin PhD Faculty

College of Arts & 
Sciences, Dept. of 

Languages, Cultures 
& LIteratures

Bogotá, Colombia July 12-22 Conference & Research

“Historia, denuncia e intertextualidad: la representación del pueblo wayuu en Palabrero  de Philip Potdevin” 
(Historia, Denouncement, and Intertextuality: Representation of the Wayuu Nation in Palabrero  by Philip 
Potdevin”) - I will be traveling to Bogotá, Colombia in July to present a paper, “Historia, denuncia e 
intertextualidad: la representación del pueblo wayuu en Palabrero  de Philip Potdevin,” at the XXI International 
Conference of the Asociación de Colombianistas (July 15-17). This research project focuses on the 
representation of the Wayuu indigenous people, who inhabit the Guajira peninsula in northeastern Colombia 
and around Maracaibo lake in Venezuela, by Philip Potdevin, a non-Wayuu writer from Cali, Colombia. In 
addition, I will be conducting research during my stay in Bogotá. My research focuses on Colombian cultural 
production, including literary works, film, music, and other cultural products. 

Harnish David PhD Faculty Music (CAS) Bangkok, Thailand July 10 - July 18, 2019 Conference

Present research and participate in the International Council for
Traditional (ICTM) Music 45th biennial Conference at Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok, Thailand. The 
proposal is for support to present my paper, "Ideation and Variance within Islamic Performance on Lombok, 
Indonesia" in the planned panel, "Islam, Sufism and Performing Arts in Southeast Asia." I also serve on the 
executive committee of PASEA, a study group of ICTM and we will have an auxiliary meeting at the conference. 

Kalyanpur Maya PhD Faculty Learning & Teaching 
(SOLES)

Magamba, Tanzania July 14 to 17th, 2019 Conference

The purpose of travel is to present at and attend the 16th Biennial International Conference of the International 
Association on Special Education (IASE) from July 14th to 17th, 2019.  My presentation, titled Assessing for 
Learning Disabilities in India, is based on the findings of a research study funded by the Fulbright Foundation, 
which enabled me to collect data in India in the summer of 2017 and 2018. The presentation focuses on the 
challenges of assessing students from non-English-speaking backgrounds for learning disabilities within a 
context of a multilingual society like India. By presenting in this international forum, I will disseminate my findings 
to professionals in the field from other multilingual, developing countries who might benefit from the lessons 
learned in India. As a reviewer for the association journal, JIASE, I also plan to network with faculty at IASE to 
continue my research on international special education. 

Karapetian Farrah Assistant Professor: MFA Faculty
Art, Architecture + Art 
History; Photography 

Area Lead (CAS)

Paris, France; 
Amsterdam, the 

Netherlands; Baku, 
Azerbaijan

July 15 - August 15 Research

Experiential Photography: Daguerre’s Dioramas, the Female Gaze, and Peacemaking. My travel plans for late 
summer 2019 are oriented around research for two upcoming museum projects and execution of a 
peacemaking endeavor. For the first, I must see Daguerre’s only extant diorama; for the second, I must analyze 
the space for which I and two other artists will produce work asserting the physical perspective of the female 
gaze in photography; and for the third, I will execute a project with vulnerable populations in the South 
Caucuses. 

Kull Alexander PhD Faculty Marketing (School of 
Business)

Frankfurt, Germany July–August 2019 Research

I have developed a research partnership with co-authors from IPAG Business School, France, and Reutlingen 
University, Germany, consisting of two internationally focused research projects that we need to push forward 
this summer through additional data collection in France and Germany. Project 1, whose preliminary findings I 
presented at last year's IRMBAM Conference in Nice, France, examines the role of cross-cultural differences in 
how artificial intelligence impacts consumer–brand relationships. Project 2 explores the role of trust in 
international online communities. Both papers are intended to be published in internationally renowned journals.

Loggins John MA Admin Mulvaney Center Falmouth, Jamaica Late July or Early August Research & Data 
Collection

The Relationships That Build Strong International Programs

I would like to travel back to Jamaica to explore, examine and celebrate the partnerships that are the foundation 
for our Jamaica Study Abroad program. This summer I’d like to use an International Opportunity Grant to 
interview and gather reflections from our longstanding, beloved partners. In compiling these reflections it is my 
hope that we will be able to generate a narrative of the strong connections required to establish a long 
standing, mutually beneficial, international partnership.



Lord Susan PhD Faculty
Integrated 

Engineering (School 
of Engineering)

Capetown, South Africa July 10-12, 2019 Conference

"Investigating Decolonizing of Engineering Education"
Funding is requested to travel to the 2019 Research Symposium on Engineering Education (REES) 
http://www.rees2019.com/ in Capetown, South Africa to co-facilitate a workshop on decolonization of 
engineering education.  Dr. J. A. Mejia of USD and I will be facilitating with two professors from the University of 
Capetown:  Dr. Nicky Wolmarons in the department of Civil Engineering and Director of the Center for Research 
in Engineering Education (CREE) and Dr. Kathy Luckett in the department of Sociology.  Dr. Luckett has used 
decolonization to develop curricula in humanities courses.  We had submitted an abstract for a paper about 
drawing connections between native science and engineering.  In response to this, the organizers of REES 
invited us to develop and facilitate this workshop and introduced us to these South African colleagues (see 
attached email).

Marcelle Maese PhD Faculty English (CAS) Granada, Spain June 16-22, 2019 Conference
Project Title: “Kuxlejal Politics and Liberation Theology as Poetic Form”
With your generous support, I would like to attend a week-long conference “Critical Muslim Studies:
Decolonial Struggles and Liberation Theologies” taking place at the Escuela de Esudios Arabes.

Mata Peggy MSN, RN. Faculty Hahn School of 
Nursing 

Tijuana, Mexico July , September, 
November 2019

Research 

Nurses Enhance Border Community Relationships
The purpose of applying for the International Opportunity Grant is to enhance and expand current collaborative 
international research conducted by nursing students from the Hahn School of Nursing and the patients at La 
Morita clinic in Tijuana, Mexico. 

Medina Julia PhD Faculty Languages, Cultures, 
Literatures (CAS)

Nicaragua and Costa 
Rica (various cities in 

both)
July 14 - Auguts 25, 2019 Conference & Research Replanting Revolutionary Imageries: Plants and their Representation in the Nicaraguan Insurrection

Mejia Joel PhD Faculty
Integrated 

Engineering (School 
of Engineering)

Cape Town, South Africa July 7 - July 13, 2019 Conference 

"Anti-Deficit Reframing in Engineering Education: A Model for the Development of Critical Consciousness among 
Researchers (Paper Presentation)", and "Investigating Decolonizing of Engineering Education"

Funding is requested to travel to the 2019 Research Symposium on Engineering Education (REES) 
http://www.rees2019.com/ in Capetown, South Africa to present a paper on anti-deficit reframing of engineering 
education (based on work supported by a USD Strategic Initiative Grant) and to co-facilitate a workshop on 
decolonization of engineering education.  Dr. Susan Lord  and I will be facilitating with two professors from the 
University of Capetown:  Dr. Nicky Wolmarons from the department of Civil Engineering and Director of the 
Center for Research in Engineering Education (CREE), and Dr. Kathy Luckett in the department of Sociology.  
Dr. Luckett has used decolonization to develop curricula in humanities courses.  We had submitted an abstract 
for a paper about drawing connections between native science and engineering.  In response to this, the 
organizers of REES invited us to develop and facilitate this workshop and introduced us to these South African 
colleagues (see attached email).

Meter Alejandro PhD Faculty Languages, Cultures, 
Literatures (CAS)

Lisbon, Portugal July 22-July 25, 2019 Symposium

"No Limits/ Sin Límites: Portraits of the US-Mex Border". At the MLA International Symposium 2019 in Lisbon, 
Portugal, whose theme is "Remembering Voices Lost", I will share my findings obtained over the course of the 
past two years working in the US-Mexico Border. My talk will be in a panel entitled: " Explorations in Narrative 
Photography".

Oberle Clara PhD Faculty History (CAS) Berlin, Germany July 1 - August 26, 2019 Workshop Seminar & 
Research

a. Participartion in Seminar Workshop on Exhibition Project “Photographs of Camps of the Nazi Regime/ 
Fotografien aus den Lagern des NS-Regime”
b.  Archival and special collections research at Landesarchiv, Bundesarchiv, and Staatsbibliothek Berlin on 
Book Project, “City in Transit: Ruins, Railways, and the Search for Order in Postwar Berlin”

Ortiz Ivan PhD Faculty English (CAS) Athens, Greece June 25-July 3 Conference & Seminar

The title of my project is "Romanticism, Transport Modernity, and Science Fiction: Jules Verne and H.G. Wells." I 
request funds to participate in the 2019 Society for Literature, Science, and the Arts (SLSA) annual conference 
in Athens, Greece. I will be delivering a paper and participating in a workshop that builds on research tied to my 
book project, Romanticism and the Aesthetics of Modern Transport. During the 2019-2020, I plan to be on 
sabbatical and intend to finish drafting my book manuscript. The SLSA conference will help me solidify ideas in 
a late chapter of my book by participating in generative conversations with international colleagues. By focusing 
on British and French novelists, I will be presenting internationally focused research at an international 
conference. 

Patterson Jessica PhD Faculty
Art, Architecture + Art 
History; Photography 

Area Lead (CAS)
Leiden, Netherlands July 15 - 20 Conference

Conference panel - "The Asian Reverse Glass Painting Traditions and their European connections" at the 
International Council of Asia Scholars (ICAS) conference to be held at the Universiteit Leiden from 16-19 July in 
the Netherlands. The panel has been accepted and I have already completed "early bird" registration for the 
conference. My talk is entitled "Reflections of Europe in Chinese Glass: Presence and Impact in Nineteenth-
Century Bangkok." Other panel members include Catherine Raymond (Northern Illinois University), Lodewijk J. 
Wagenaar (University of Amsterdam), Rosalien Van Der Poel (Leiden University), and Anna L. Dallapiccola 
(SOAS, London).

Petersen Amanda PhD Faculty Languages, Cultures 
and Literatures (CAS)

Valencia, Spain July 17-21, 2019 Conference Grappling with Feminicide: Haunting and the Trauma of Gender Violence

Quezada Reyes EdD Faculty Learning & Teaching 
(SOLES)

Johannesberg, South 
Africa

July 5-11th, 2019 International Council

Attend and present at the International Council for the Education of Teachers (ICET) World Assembly to be held 
in Johannesberg, South Africa.  There are two reasons for attending (1).  I am the Chair of the international 
organization and (2).  I am hoping to present two sessions, one with Dr. Peter Maribei, SOLES Global 
Coordinator on a paper titled "Internationalizing the Curriculum and Its Impact on Intercultural Competence: One 
University’s Story where we will present data on SOLES internationalization efforts.  I am also leading a second 
symposium session entitled "Executives for Education 2030: Addressing Common Challenges in Teacher 
Education" where international deans and association leaders will address UNESCO 2030 international Goal.



Rappaport Michael JD & Doctorate of Civil 
Law

Faculty Law School Paris, Milan, possibly 
Rome

10/20/19 - 11/18/19
Giving papers, leading 
seminars, and teaching 

courses

My plans are to travel to France and Italy to do work on comparative constitutional law.  In Paris, I will be a non-
stipendiary fellow of the Institut Villey at Paris 2 for two weeks.  In this position, I will be giving some papers to 
faculty as well as teaching some graduate seminars.  In Italy, I have an arrangement in Milan secured.  I will be 
giving papers and seminars at the University of Milan and at Bocconi University (and possibly Pisa).  I have also 
applied for a fellowship in Rome at LUISS University for a week, but I do not know whether I will receive it.  If the 
Rome arrangement does not work out, I am expecting to give talks in Bologna and Pisa.  

Reimer-Barry Emily PhD Faculty Theology & Religious 
Studies (CAS)

Munich, Germany Oct 9-14, 2019 Seminar

Catholic Theological Ethics in the World Church: Munich 2019
This is the eleventh international gathering of Catholic theological ethicists; I have participated in two previous 
conferences (Padua, Italy, in 2006, and Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, in 2018). The purpose of the 
gathering is to collaborate with international colleagues abroad on internationally-focused research (the CTEWC 
book series, blog, and online platforms of networking). I am also the lead for our regional planning for our 2020 
borderlands conference in San Diego/Tijuana, and will be solidifying partnerships at this meeting and planning 
for the book project that will result from our 2020 meeting.

Sheehan Daniel PhD Faculty Physics and 
Biophysics (CAS)

Prague, Czech Republic 13-21 July 2019 Conference

Presentation of Invited Talk at International Physics Conference: The purpose of this travel is three-fold: a) to 
present an invited talk at the international physics conference, "Frontiers of Quantum and Mesoscopic 
Thermodynamics" on my recent theoretical and experimental work concerning the new thermodynamic concept 
called "supradegeneracy;"  b) to stay current in the field of quantum statistical mechanics; and c) to maintain 
long-standing scientific relationships with European colleagues and to establish new ones.

Talley Drew PhD Faculty
Environmental and 

Ocean Sciences 
(CAS)

Bahía de los Ángeles, 
Mexico

July 14-30 Research

By land and by air: Censusing a threatened endemic cactus in an International Biosphere Reserve.

This funding would allow me to work collaboratively with a botanist, a Mexican government agency, a graduate 
student, and a science education non-profit to take a comprehensive census of an endemic cactus species in 
the International Biosphere Reserve in Baja California, Mexico. The Bahía de los Ángeles biznaga, Ferocactus 
gatesii, lives only on 7 small islands in the bay, and nowhere else on earth, yet has never been the subject of a 
comprehensive census, despite poaching by horticulturalists and efforts by the Mexican government to protect 
them. These data will will leverage new technology (high-resolution digital data capture using Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles (drones)) and intensive, established methods (ground surveys) to provide baseline data on this 
species’ population status, which will be invaluable to land managers.

Tallie T.J. PhD Faculty History (CAS)
Hamilton/Wellington, New 

Zealand and Victoria, 
Canada

23 June - 23 July Conference & Research

 “New Directions in Comparative Indigenous Criticism”/ “Conjugal States:  Making Monogamy in Nineteenth-
Century Settler Societies”

I will present my initial research on colonial New Zealand and South Africa at the NAISA 2019 New Zealand 
conference as part of a panel titled "New Directions in Comparative Indigenous Criticism" alongside scholars of 
Palestine, the United States, and the Pacific.  I will then spend two weeks undertaking archival research in 
Wellington, New Zealand at the National Archives, before flying to Victoria, British Columbia, to undertake two 
more weeks of initial archival research at the Provincial Archives located there.  Research in both places will go 
towards my second book project, tentatively titled “Conjugal States:  Making Monogamy in Nineteenth-Century 
Settler Societies”

Tsomo Karma Lekshe PhD Faculty Theology & Religious 
Studies (CAS)

Paris, France July 5 - 14, 2019 Conference

"Sacrificing Life and Limb in Contemporary Chöd Practice"
The purpose of my travel is to attend the 15th Seminar of the International Association of Tibetan Studies to be 
held from July 7 to 13, 2019, in Paris, France. At the conference, on a panel titled Contemporary Applications of 
Tibetan Buddhist Contemplation Techniques, I will present a paper on the uniquely Tibetan contemplative 
practice known as chöd and its contemporary adaptations. This will be an opportunity for me to present my 
ongoing research on this practice and get feedback for revising my paper for publication. At the same time, I will 
have a chance to attend a week of lectures on the latest research in the field of Tibetan Studies and network 
with leading scholars in the field, which I anticipate will lead to fruitful scholarly collaborations in the future.

Velo Ani PhD Faculty Mathematics (CAS) Montreal, Canada July 6-12, 2019 International Congress 
Project Title: Applications of z-Transforms to Impact Problems in Layered Elastic Media.
Purpose of travel: Conference presentation and publication. Professional development to further my research 
and enhance my teaching with actual examples in applied mathematics.


